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FEATURES                                                                                               

COLUMNS                                                                                              

CONTEST RULES: email your answer to FamousBuses@TheRyder.com. The subject line should read “Bus Contest.” 
Winners will receive a pair of tickets to The Ryder Film Series where, if they are lucky, they will see a movie featuring one 
or more buses in supporting roles. If they are especially lucky, winners may also get a Bloomington Transit coloring book 
and other cool stuff. Be sure to include a mailing address with your entry. Employees of BT, The Ryder and their families 
or facsimiles thereof may not enter. New Jersey residents add a 15% surcharge.

Remember…Movies wouldn’t be Movies without Buses.

What animal-hybrid attacks a bus in Rampage?
Answer to Last Week’s Question

In The Miracle Season, the kids on the bus participate in an Ugly Face contest. 

LIQUID SKY  
Audiences can revisit a visionary, self-referential cult classic when IU 

Cinema presents a restored version of 1982’s Liquid Sky.
By Jamie Hook

BORN IN FLAMES
Dedicated to the memory of provocative IU professor Alexander 

Doty, IU Cinema’s screening of Born in Flames shines new light on a 
timeless sci-fi  feminist gem. 

By Eric Zobel

THE HOMESMAN
When is a Western not a Western?  When Tommy Lee Jones 

deconstructs its form to execute a genealogical critique of the 
marginalization of women in his fi lm The Homesman. 

By Tom Prasch

LOTUS: THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE
Here’s what to expect when the Lotus Festival’s Global Village graces 

Bloomington for the 25th time from September 27-30.
By Paul Sturm  

STAGES
John Popper, Diet Cig and Michael Ian Black

By Anthony Scott Piatt

TABLES
GarlicFest, long distance swimming and 

night school for beer
By Anthony Scott Piatt

WATCHING THE BEATS
Sharrel Boike

Love as an intelligence, the continuum 
restored, and global healing-- physician of 
the spirit Sharrel Boike fi nds a microcosm 

of her life’s work in her 1987 art installation 
“Regaining Cosmic Integrity.” 

By K.D. Self

EVENT HORIZON
Thirty nights to remember in September
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..LIVE MUSIC                                                                      
JOHN POPPER
SEPTEMBER 19TH @ 8PM - BUSKIRK-CHUMLEY THEATER
It doesn’t matter what I say, about John Popper and his harmonica.
So long as I write with infl ection, regarding his band, Blues Traveler.
That makes you feel I’ll convey, early 90’s success along the way.
Some inner truth or vast refl ection, showed on solo work dubbed Zygote.
But I’ve said nothing so far, John was in the movie Just for the Time Being.
And I can keep it up for as long as it takes, Blues Traveler has journeyed more than 3 decades.
And it don’t matter who you are, he’s written with Anastasio, Lang and Warren Hayes.
If I’m doing my job then it’s your resolve that breaks, while John’s with Clapton or Metallica 
on stage.
Because the Hook brings you back, he got into Blues Brothers, Private Parts, movies again.
I ain’t tellin’ you no lie, he acted and the band played the end of Kingpin.
The Hook brings you back, to Buskirk-Chumley once again.
On that you can rely, he’ll be here September 19th night.

SPACE JESUS
SEPTEMBER 20TH @ 9PM - THE BLUEBIRD

There are no atheists in black holes. 
Maybe? They say there are no atheists 
in foxholes. If so, the space equivalent 
must be true. That’s just solid logic, 
right?
With Space Force set to replace the 
(already excessive) Air Force Space 
Command we need new war music. 
And a new “limited edition” Jesus, like 
that Boba Fett prototype. Luckily for 
us Space Jesus is here to provide the 
soundtrack and the support our troops 
will need. With “low frequencies, 
future feels and fi re beats” Space Jesus 
are poised to blast off . 

DIET CIG 
SEPTEMBER 24TH @ 8PM - THE BISHOP PRESENTED BY SPIRIT OF ‘68
with ILLUMINATI HOTTIES and NICE TRY
Smoking is good for Diet Cig. That’s how Alex Lu-
ciano met Noah Bowman. Alex stopped the fl ow of 
the set Noah was playing with his band at the time, 
Earl Boykins. She needed a lighter and proceeded 
to ask for one. While they say the name is not full of 
meaning, the two later formed Diet Cig. Tattoos and 
jam sessions preceded the band, as did Alex learning 
more than a few chords on guitar. But, she fi lls half 
the ocean of sound that is Diet Cig with her guitar as 
Noah fi lls the other half with beats and rhythm.
The Bishop boiled the essence down to this… “Diet 
Cig are here to have fun”.
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...COMEDY                                                                     
MICHAEL IAN BLACK  
THE COMEDY ATTIC’S 10TH ANNIVERSARY 100% BENEFIT 
FOR TEACHERS WAREHOUSE 
SEPTEMBER 20TH @ 7:59PM- THE COMEDY ATTIC

Our 10th 
Anniversary 
100% Benefi t 
For Teachers 
Warehouse 
Starring Michael 
Ian Black!
It’s impressive 
to know our 
highly rated 
comedy club, 
The Comedy 
Attic, has made 
its mark as a 
nationally rec-
ognized stage 

and is only 10 years old. To celebrate their fi rst decade the Attic continues their annual 
succession of benefi t shows, raising more than $45,000. This year 100% of the shows 
proceeds will go to Teachers Warehouse. 
Their mission… “Teachers Warehouse serves the educational and creative needs of 
children by obtaining donated supplies and equipment from businesses and individuals 
and distributing them free to teachers for use in schools operating under the authority 
of publicly-elected school boards in Brown, Greene, Lawrence, Monroe, and Owen 
counties.” 
Sublime comedian Michael Ian Black is the headliner for the benefi t evening. After 
saturating TV from MTV’s The State, Ed, Michael and Michael Have Issues and both 
the movie and small screen iterations of Wet Hot American Summer. He’s also worn the 
hats of  comedy writer, host, and podcaster. 
Another fi ne talent is as a book author. Michael has written 11 books. We’ve selected a 
random pick from one of his books, some prose from it’s Suessically fl owered pages. 
The selection is a New York Times bestseller entitled A Child’s First Book of Trump. 
Here’s the promised excerpt:

The beasty is called an American Trump.
Its skin is bright orange, its fi gure is plump.
Its fur so complex you might get enveloped.
Its hands though are, sadly, underdeveloped. 

STEVE MARTIN AND MARTIN SHORT 
AN EVENING YOU WILL FORGET FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE

SEPTEMBER 22ND @ 8PM - BUSKIRK-
CHUMLEY THEATER
Music and comedy. Peanut butter and jelly. 
Martin and Martin. IU hosts both Martins, 
the prefi xed Steve and the suffi  xed Short, for 
An Evening You Will Forget For The Rest Of 
Your Life. Steve plays in The Steep Canyon 
Rangers who open the show along with 
Jeff  Babko, jazz pianist. The show is part 
retrospect of each comics career, part variety 
show, including sketches and stand-up. Con-

versations between the Martins has the banter of The Smothers Brothers. Personalized 
with all the memories, music, SNL vibes, and “hey, we’re alive” that make the show all 
Martin’s, er, Martins, Martins’s… 
[editor’s note: ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT has volunteered at WFHB for 20 years so far and 
publicized David Grisman, The Skatalites, Cubanismo and more. He accepts comments and hate 
mail at writer4ryder@gmail.com.]
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…FUNDRAISERSERS

RED WINE TASTING BY MONARCH
September 5th @ 6PM to 8PM - Scholar’s KEEP benefi t for My Sister’s Closet

Free wine tasting makes an already wicked Wednesday 
schedule at Keep even better. This night is a fundraiser 
accepting clothing donations for My Sister’s Closet, 
which is also raising funds and awareness for an im-
pending relocation. My Sister’s Closet also hosts their 
annual fashion show the following Saturday, the 8th, at 
the Old Woolery Mill.

To elaborate on Wednesday’s being wicked already, Wing 
Wednesday is almost every week and large wings that are 
juicy and cornmeal breaded are only a dollar each. The 
science of those wings could make for a journal entry, it 
involves sous vide and magic cornmeal from the same 
guy that gave Jack the bean. You might want to ask them 
if that’s the actual origin, that’s the story going around. 

 

…TASTINGS

SHORT’S TAP TAKEOVER
August 27th to September 1st - C3

and
SHORT’S BEER SCHOOL AND TASTING

August 29th @ 7PM to 9PM - C3

Boognish and beer. Short’s Brewing Company founder Joe 
Shorts host night school for beer with tastings from 7 to 9 
pm on August 29th with Short’s beer on tap for a couple 
days before and after his visit. Ween fans will recognize 
the Boognish as the demon god of Ween’s logo. Short’s 
Brewing puts a little Ween into everything they do. If you 
don’t know Ween, buckle up and enjoy discovering their 

myriad albums that run from twisted slow punk, to classic 
rock, to a western album with the Jordanaires of Elvis 
fame. If you are a fan of Gene and Deaner you’ll notice 
Ween’s corruption all evening. Ween fan or not, all will 
be served for 30 bucks with heavy appetizers paired with 
Short’s beer. Apps may include pure guava and maybe 
pollo asado, but the menu is yet to be announced. 

BY ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT

WHAT TO DIGEST WHEN 
YOU’RE EXPECTING...

Tables is our look at culinary craft events. Our previews give preference 
to fundraisers and education, while also presenting seasonal menus, local 
specialties, festivals and special nights of entertainment involving food. We 
focus on the craft of cooking and the use of food as a community builder.
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ITALIAN WINE DINNER FEATURING PIO CESARE
September 16th - C3

Mark your calendar for this fantastic Italian wine dinner featuring the wines of Pio 
Cesare. Executive chef Matthew Smith is creating a fi ve course menu that will feature 
Italian cuisine showcasing the vibrant fl avors of the season. Reservations required.
 

…MISCELLANEOUS FOOD EVENTS 

BLOOMINGTON GARLICFEST & COMMUNITY ART FAIR
September 1st - Waldron Hill Buskirk (Third Street) Park FREE

Garlic has dozens of health benefi ts. Gathering with community and friends is 
healthy for your mind and body. So, everyone should enjoy the 2018 Bloomington 
GarlicFest & Community Art Fair. Two notable exceptions come to mind, Bloom-
ington’s vampiric population will want to make other plans. And there is likely no 
kissing booth, by rule of mephitis. For the rest of Bloomington, the seventh annual 
GarlicFest has live music, local art, plenty of food, yoga, local beer in a garden, 
even a KidZone, fun for all. Almost all, apologies to descendants of the House of 
Basarab, otherwise enjoy the festival.

LONG DISTANCE SWIM PROMOTING NUTRITION
September 14th @ Dawn til Dusk - Cutright Boat Ramp, Lake Monroe

A really long swim isn’t just a big deal at the English channel, we have a local attempt-
ing an amazing, day long, swim. Mark Saunders is highlighting health through food 
for the body and mind. Everything he does appears to take some time, his title alone is 
longer than some poems. May we present your swimmer for healthy lifestyles, Mark 
V. Saunders, MS, Ph.D., AEA Certifi ed Arthritis Aquatics Leader, Recreation, Park, and 
Tourism Studies, School of Public Health Indiana University Bloomington.

We talked to Mark Saunders and he shared his motivation, “I am doing a long-dis-
tance swim at Lake Monroe near Bloomington Indiana, to draw attention to being 
healthy and well through activity and nutrition. My life passion and mission is to help 
promote optimal health by bringing awareness to the benefi ts of social, mental, and 
physical activity. Being active is one key to opening the door to optimal health, the 
other key is good nutrition.” 

You’re in good hands.

Call me today about
renter’s insurance

812 332-9347

TIMOTHY B. HOGAN
1000 N Walnut St #A Bloomington

a089829@allstate.com
Premium based on rounded state average. Actual premium will vary based on amount of 
insurance purhased and other factors. Insurance subject to availability, qualifications and 
policy terms. Allstate Insurance Company and Allstate Indemnity Company. Northbrook 
Illinois    2008 Allstate Insurance Company

photo by heather seymore
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GOURMET DINNER CLUB
September 20th @ 6:30PM - FARMbloomington 

Chef Orr talks about the Gourmet Club fondly as an homage to 
his family feasts. These nights are farm fresh and not on the menu, 
prepared just for the evening. Five courses are built around the 
night’s theme. Themes are sometimes an exotic cuisine, sometimes 

a person. Entertainment will match the theme and may include 
live music or a movie for atmosphere. The dining room is often 
outfi tted with decor specifi c for the evening, other times there are 
live guest speakers. Reservations are required.

2018 
GRAPE STOMP WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP PRESENTED BY OLIVER WINERY

September 22nd @ 4PM to 6PM - Creekbend Vineyard

Part of Oliver Winery’s September “Cork & Fork” event, the 
4th Annual Oliver Winery Grape Stomp World Championship 
will have up to 8 teams competing. Four person teams each 
use a giant tub, surely just like Lucille Ball used. Ya, seems 
like that type of fun. There’s rounds and juice measuring, 
eliminations and advancements, until two teams face off at 
6pm. Champions win glory and a hot air balloon ride with 
Bill Oliver, but feeling like Lucy is worth putting a team 
together, win or lose. 

Keep these details in mind if interested in participating or 
watching. Costumes are encouraged, fun for participants and 
viewers. And there is a team spirit award, so loud costumes 
and loud contestants are expected. $25 covers the entire team 
of four. The entry deadline is September 21st at 5 pm or when 
eight teams have registered.
“Tables” encourages you to remember John Robbins as you enjoy 
the ride… “It may be healthier to eat beer and franks with cheer 
and thanks, than to eat sprouts and bread with doubts and dread.” 

[editor’s note: ANTHONY SCOTT PIATT has volunteered at WFHB for 20 years so far and publicized David Grisman, The Skatalites, Cubanismo 
and more. He accepts comments and hate mail at writer4ryder@gmail.com.]
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We’re #1...again! 
Best Pizza. Best Italian. Best Lunch.  

Best Catering. Best Vegetarian. 
Says the Herald Times Readers’ Choice

Come in & give us a try!
Don’t feel like going out? Call for delivery!

Pizza  |  Pasta  |  Salads  |  Calzones  |  Sandwiches
Italian Chicken & Gluten-Free Dinners  |  Beer & Wine

Dine In  |  Carryout  |  Delivery  |  Catering
East 3rd & 45-46 Bypass by Starbucks 812-331-1234
West 3rd & Liberty in front of Kroger 812-323-0123

Columbus in the Commons 812-348-7600

Buccetos.com

Over 50 Gluten-Free Menu Items
Now Available @ Bucceto’s

Wines!

Craft
Beers!
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Artist, authentic dancer, and trauma worker Sharrel Boike has 
long gifted healing light and love to Bloomington clients, friends, and 
family. A former co-owner (with late husband Joseph) of Touchstone 
Wellness, Sharrel is now experiencing the challenge of ALS. In a 
June 2018 interview, she graciously shared the following refl ections 
on her life as a healer and on her signature 1987 “Regaining Cosmic 
Integrity” art installation.—K.D. Self

Sharrel: I was initiated into human suff ering in a very 
intensive way, being born into a traumatized family in the 
years just after the war. Following my “dark night of the soul,” 
at age 27, I became aware my work was in the healing arts. I 
applied myself to the development of therapeutic skills with a 
focus on hands-on work.

I consider love to be a form of intelligence, and I am a 
student of that intelligence. In healing sessions, I hold space 
for people to discover they are valuable and that all structures 
constituting their identity are valid and must be embraced 
in order for change to happen. The patterns of trauma on 
personal, family, community, state, national, and global levels 
are identical. The healing of a community happens by the same 
principles as the healing of an individual.

I understand more now, as I die, about my life. I can 
see that I am a born artist. That is my nature. I’ve written all 
my life. My visual pieces and choreography received some 
resonant mirroring. But, my life was always too chaotic, too 
fragmented to really dig into artistic work, except for the 
“Regaining Cosmic Integrity” piece. I thought God told me to 
do that, so I did it.

In 1973, I had a beautiful vision. This was shocking. At 
the time, I was trying to fi nd balance in an echo chamber 
of frightening metaphors. Then, this beautiful vision came 
during a meditation on unanswerable questions. My question 
was, “Where am I?” The vision’s words were: “‘I’ is not the 
question. ‘I’ becomes ‘We,’ must become ‘We’ to continue.” I 
loved that teaching. But I didn’t understand it. Probably this 

would have fallen by 
the wayside, but within 
a day or two after I 
saw these words (and 
a beautiful image of 
light forming around 
the Earth), a book fell 
open in front of me--
to a Native American 
injunction that said: 
“You must bring your 
vision before the people.”

So, I thought, “OK, I must bring my vision before the 
people.” And, I started trying to fi gure out how to create a visual 
representation of what I had seen. It didn’t have a title, I wasn’t 
trained in the arts, and I didn’t have any idea how to complete it. 
Seven years into this quest, I was on a greyhound bus looking at a 
book called Synergetics by Buckminster Fuller. In the back of his book, 
I saw the same structure I had seen in my vision. Beneath the image 
it said: ‘four frequency icosahedron symbolizes cosmic integrity.’  Here I 
am on a greyhound bus, and I just wanted to start whooping it up. 
I think I did whoop it up. That was year seven. Now, the art project 
had a title: “Regaining Cosmic Integrity.” After seven more years of 
trying things that didn’t work, in year fourteen I completed the piece. 
In 1987, I brought my vision before the people: “Regaining Cosmic 
Integrity” was installed in a gallery and shared at the Pan Am Games 
in Indianapolis.

Structurally, this work is a triptych of three large light boxes 
with three large images of Earth (from an Apollo space photograph). 
Superimposed over the planetary pictures are polyhedron lines. The 
fi rst Earth image has fragmented lines; in the second Earth image, the 
fragments are more connected; in the fi nal stage, the whole planet is 
circumscribed by intersecting polyhedron lines of light. 

The creation of “Regaining Cosmic Integrity” required me to 
regain my own personal integrity. In order to meet the challenge of 
bringing my vision forward, I had to function at ever new levels, 
and so it healed me. The literature handed out at the gallery was 
translated into Spanish, Portuguese, and the vernacular. The title of 
the piece in the vernacular is: “The Seed of Hope.” I asked people 
who came to the exhibition to return home with that seed for their 
garden. 

My vision for global healing is one in which the light of 
unconditional love restores the continuum for us all.

 Messages for K.D. Self (and for Sharrel or her family) can be forwarded to: 
ChoosingActiveCompassion@gmail.com.

“I consider love
to  be a form of intelligence, 

and I am a student of
that intelligence.”

T h e  C o s m i c  I n t e g r i t y  o f

Sharrel Boike
Watching the Beat  //  By K.D. Self
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[editor’s note: Born in Flames will screen at the IU Cinema on 
September 8th at 7:00 p.m. as part of the Underground Film Series. 
This screening is dedicated to t he memory of Professor Alexander 
Doty (1954 – 2012), who identifi ed Born in Flames as the key 
feminist fi lm of the 1980s. The screening is free but ticketed.]

I took only one class with IU Professor of Communication 
and Culture Alexander Doty (a graduate seminar on feminist 
fi lm theory), but I distinctly remember the long, late-semester 
conversation we had at Rachael’s Café, the topics of which 
ranged from Cheryl Dunye’s groundbreaking 1996 black 
lesbian romantic comedy The Watermelon Woman to the now-
defunct local Hell House ministry to the transgressive cult 
fi lms of director John Waters. But the initial impulse for setting 
up the meeting was to discuss Lizzie Borden’s 1983 feminist 
science fi ction fi lm Born in Flames. While the fi lm received 
mixed reviews upon its release, it has always maintained 
popularity among fi lm scholars 
and is now considered a classic of 
feminist fi lmmaking. 

Preserved by Anthology 
Film Archives with restoration 
funding from the Hollywood 
Foreign Press Association and The 
Film Foundation, this screening 
is dedicated to the memory of 
Professor Doty, who identifi ed Born 
in Flames as the key Feminist fi lm of 
the 1980s. While much of Alex’s groundbreaking scholarship 
(his books Making Things Perfectly Queer and Flaming Classics, 
specifi cally) focused on popular Hollywood cinema (The 

Wizard of Oz, Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, and Psycho, for example) he 
was also deeply knowledgeable of and committed to independent, 
experimental, and underground cinema. Born in Flames was the 
fi nal fi lm screened for the seminar and a highlight of the semester. 
What follows is a series of refl ections on the fi lm and memories of a 
semester of conversations with Professor Doty.

Set ten years after the Second American Revolution, Born in 
Flames follows the trials and tribulations of the Women’s Army, a 
group dedicated to the fi ght to end the continued societal inequalities 
they face under an oppressive patriarchal government and whose 
supporters include pirate-radio DJs, journalists, renegade lawyers, 
and revolutionaries. Shot and edited over a period of fi ve years, 
Borden’s low-budget, independent fi lm includes appearances by 
Wooster Group member Ron Vawter, monologist Eric Bogosian, and a 
young Kathryn Bigelow. 

The women advocate for social change through a variety of 
agitprop techniques, such as renegade radio broadcasts, graffi  ti, 

and an underground press. Similar to the 
variety of tactics utilized by the fi lm’s 
protagonists, Born in Flames also serves as 
a reference for agitprop fi lmic techniques; 
characters break the fourth wall to 
directly address the camera, the narrative 
is fragmented and references a variety 
of generic styles, and the soundtrack is 
dizzyingly complex. 

This soundscape built from a variety 
of political voices and musical styles serves 

as a representation of intersectional feminism, that is, the ways in 
which lived experiences along the lines of gender, race, sexuality, and 
class intersect and inform our daily lives. In an interview for BOMB 

ALEX DOTY’S SEMINARS WERE 
FILLED WITH LIVELY BUT INTENSE 
DEBATES, POINTED QUESTIONS, AND 

ENTHUSIASTIC SPECULATIONS.

Honey (played by the actress of the 
same name), host of Phoenix Radio, 

broadcasts the feminist revolution

Lizzie Borden’s Born in Flames

OVERLOAD

by Eric Zobel
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Magazine, Borden described the 
soundtrack as another way of 
“getting to know the ‘other’.” The 
fi lm presents the audience with as 
many diff erent voices as possible, 
in an eff ort to appeal to as wide 
a spectatorship as possible. In 
Borden’s own words: “I wanted 
to create a situation where the 
words, the walls of words used by 
everyone in the fi lm, were broken 
through [into] action…I wanted 
to make a fi lm that diff erent 
audiences could relate to on 
diff erent levels.”

Alex’s seminars were 
fi lled with lively but intense 
debates, pointed questions, and 
enthusiastic speculations. The 
fi lms and readings we engaged 

with presented students with sometimes complimentary, sometimes contradictory 
ways of understanding cinema. Refl ecting the ongoing debates of the Second Wave 
of feminism into the early ‘80s, Born in Flames is purposefully overloaded with 
information – visually, sonically, and politically. What we see and hear is always 
interrupted, rarely constant or stable: a refl ection of what the Women’s Army believes 
a truly free and socialist state would look like. The soundtrack’s many voices refl ect 
the diversity of the women’s movement. Diff erences of race, class, and sexuality 
among women are also diff erences within the individual, which is why feminism 
exists despite those diff erences and, as Professor Doty would insist, cannot continue 
to exist without them. This acknowledgment of the plurality of lived experiences is 
an important foundation for feminist movements and an underlying theme of Born 

in Flames. Once mobilized, the members of the 
Women’s Army argue and speculate about 
what changes need to occur; the fi lm presents 
us with various visions of a utopic future that 
are rooted in unrest and constant change, a 
radical departure from the stifl ing, infl exible 
institutions of white male patriarchy. 

Representations of such complexity are 
often both artistic and critical risks; while 
Borden’s fi lm represented the intricacies of 
feminist debate among and across a wide range 
of spectators, at the time of the fi lm’s release 
critics and audiences alike found the narrative 
hard to follow and the fi lm impenetrable 
due to a lack of relatable characters. In her 
original review for The New York Times Janet 
Maslin found the fi lm “much too diff use and 
overcrowded,” warning that “only those who 
already share Miss Borden’s ideas are apt 
to fi nd her fi lm persuasive.”  However, the 
fi lm has proved to be both an indispensable 
refl ection of its time and a crucial fi lm for 
the present moment. Looking back on the 
advances made through Second Wave feminism 

while also chronicling the struggles for self-representation, Born in Flames asks us to 
interrogate the current state of our society and to forge new paths for the liberation 
of not just women, but ultimately all people. Alex would remind us that “feminism” 
was really “feminisms” – diversity was crucial to understanding the theories and 
practices of feminist fi lmmakers. The fi lm represents this diversity with passion 
and humor, a complex harmony as Borden explains: “Each station is humming its 
propaganda from a very specifi c cultural and political viewpoint, so what I wanted 
to do was mesh everything so that it all seemed like music.” Born in Flames has been 
giving us the beat for more than thirty years. It is time to tune in again.

Alex Doty

BORN IN FLAMES 
PRESENTS US WITH 
VARIOUS VISIONS OF 
A UTOPIC FUTURE 
THAT ARE ROOTED IN 
UNREST AND CONSTANT 
CHANGE, A RADICAL 
DEPARTURE FROM THE 
STIFLING, INFLEXIBLE 
INSTITUTIONS OF WHITE 
MALE PATRIARCHY. 

322 East Kirkwood Avenue

Open Daily: 11am to 9pm
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[editor’s note: Liquid Sky will screen in a new 4K restoration 
at the IU Cinema on September 29th  at 7:00 p.m. as part of the 
Underground Film Series. The screening is free but ticketed.] 

Its infl uences reach back to the outrageous narratives 
and slapdash productions of Ed Wood, while its own sphere 
of infl uence stretches forward to encompass music videos 
by the likes of Patrick Wolf and Lady Gaga. New York Times 
critic Janet Maslin called it “genuinely startling” upon its 
New York premiere at Greenwich Village’s legendary Waverly 
Theater. And, like the early works of cinematic provocateur 
John Waters, it contains something to off end progressives 
and conservatives alike. Directed by Russian émigré Slava 
Tsukerman, Liquid Sky (1982) off ers a singular vision of 
subculture on-screen with a simultaneous celebration and 
critique of its New Wave punk artist characters.

Shot on location in Manhattan, the fi lm exemplifi es 
downtown fi lmmaking, defi ned by Joan Hawkins as “an 
American urban media phenomenon,” whose varied 
practitioners are united by “a common urban sensibility, a 
shared commitment to formal and narrative experimentation, 
a view of the human body as a site of social and political 

struggle, an intense interest in radical identity politics, and a 
mistrust of institutionalized mechanisms of wealth and power.” 
Liquid Sky’s saturation with a punk aesthetic (in all of its multimedia 
manifestations) and its irreverent appropriation of midcentury sci-fi  
tropes further help position this utterly extraordinary fi lm within the 
wider context of the downtown scene. 

Anne Carlisle (who also co-wrote the fi lm alongside Tsukerman 
and his wife, Nina V. Kerova) stars in two roles: Jimmy, a gay 
man, and Margaret, a woman who lives with her abusive lover, 
Adrian (Paula E. Sheppard), and upon whose penthouse roof a tiny 
spacecraft carrying invisible aliens has landed. Jimmy and Margaret 
are both drug addicted fashion models and nemeses within the 
punk performance clubs through which they move. There is also 
a German scientist (Otto von Wernherr) visiting from West Berlin, 
who has discovered that the aliens take up residence around specifi c 
subcultures marked by the presence of heroin; he has been studying 
the UFO on Margaret’s apartment through a telescope from atop 
the Empire State Building. The fi lm’s striking cinematography—
which can at last be fully appreciated in its new restoration by cult 
distributor Vinegar Syndrome—boasts a lighting design dominated 
by neon, the perfect visual accompaniment to its pulsating, 
repetitious electronic score.

Keep 

Looking 

Up

By Jamie Hook

Liquid Sky 36 Years Later

Jimmy (Anne Carlisle) 
faces off  with Margaret 

(Carlisle again)
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The fi lm’s camp irony and B-movie homage are darkened by 
the gritty, sexual violence Margaret experiences throughout the 
fi lm, which is redolent of the pessimistic and moralistic imagings of 
human sexuality that defi ned pre-liberation, ‘60s-era sexploitation 
fi lmmaking. At the same time, the fi lm operates with an uncanny 
prescience with regard to developments in our understanding of 
gender and sexual politics over the decades since it was made. 
When pressed about her nondiscriminatory sexual preferences, 
for instance, Margaret articulates what we can now recognize as a 
pansexual identity, years before gender and sexual fl uidity became 
the subject of cover stories in mainstream periodicals like Time and 
National Geographic. And when her former drama professor (Bob 
Brady) refers to her stylings as “phony theatre,” Margaret rebuff s 
him for wearing jeans instead of a more stereotypically professorial 
ensemble, proclaiming that it’s all just a costume. 

This kind of meta-theatre is only enhanced by the 
aforementioned dual casting of Carlisle. As it was reported in 
American Cinematographer, developing a distinct look for both of her 
characters required “[m]uch experimentation…on the hair, clothes, 
make-up and coloring,” with the fi nal result “so successful that 
many people are surprised when they see the credits.” In so doing 
gender performance becomes not just a theme rising from within the 
fi ctional world of the fi lm, but a structuring device informing the 
performances that bring this milieu and its denizens to life. The fi lm 
theorizes its own refl exivity in moments such as when the pompous 
Jimmy, a punk-styled Narcissus, perversely chooses to watch himself 
in a mirror while receiving a sexual favor from Margaret. 

It is eventually revealed that the aliens fi nd sustenance through 
harvesting the chemicals produced in the brain by heroin or orgasm, 
which leads to lethal results for the human supplier, a literalization 
of the French euphemism la petite mort. When one characters 
muses, “Suppose orgasms are killing people,” the fi lm delivers 
a grim portent at the outset of a decade that would go on to be 
remembered—especially among queer and alternative individuals 
and their allies—for callous government inaction as sex and fatal 
disease became tragically and catastrophically intertwined. 

If the fi lm feels cynical, it is likely because it is aware of how 
few options America presented for cultural outsiders of all varieties 
who had come of age, ironically, in the so-called “Me Decade.” In a 
searing monologue delivered by Margaret near the end of the fi lm, 
she skewers both the WASPy Connecticut upbringing she ran away 
from (“I was taught that my prince would come. And he would 
be a lawyer. And I would have his children. And on the weekends 
we would barbecue. And all the other princes and their princesses 
would come and they would say, ‘Delicious, delicious.’ Oh, how 
boring.”) as well as the boho underground showbiz life she’s been 
pursuing in New York as an alternative—a pursuit that has lead to 
the various abuses visited upon her over the course of the fi lm. In 
its narrative economy, real escape—however ephemeral—seemingly 
comes through sex, drugs, or even, imaginably, the unseen aliens 
themselves, whose voyeuristic perception is represented by early 
computer-manipulated point-of-view shots that approximate ther-
mal imaging technology. 

Importantly, however, the fi lm’s cynicism never spills over 
into moralism; its historical purview is too broad for that. When 
Paul (Stanley Knap), another heroin addict, discusses opiate use 
in ancient civilizations and their orientation toward the altered 
consciousness engendered by it, he concludes, “They didn’t think 
it was immoral to feel euphoric.” The fi lm’s oscillation between the 
ugly and the euphoric, the carnivalesque and the cautionary makes 
it a diffi  cult fi lm to neatly sum up. It also helps explain why even 
after all these years it remains so rewarding to keep watching 
Liquid Sky. 

339-1455                   Mon-Fri 9-6
750 W. 17th St                            Sat 10-4

 PAWN
     Buy, Sell
and Trade

Gold, Diamonds, TVs, DVDs, 
Guitars, Tools, Stereos, 

Guns, Cameras, 
Antiques 
& more 

-- all at used prices
Family owned and operated

Antique and 
Vintage Jewelry 
at Great Prices

Many One of a Kind Items 
Toys, Antiques, etc

39 E. Franklin St (next to Train) in Nashville
812 988.4091  CathysCorner@att.net

Also buying estate and vintage jewelry
gold and silver (will travel)
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M O N D AY,  A U G U S T  2 7 T H    
• Watermelon Slim; Player’s Pub; 

7pm
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place; 

8pm
• T U E S D AY,  A U G U S T  2 8 T H   
• Pub Quiz; Player’s Pub; 6:30pm; 

$3
• Blues Jam; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
• David Dondero w/Toby Foster; 

The Bishop; 8pm
• Chess Club; 6pm; Bear’s Place; 

6pm
• Drink N’ Draw; The Back Door; 

6pm
• WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 29TH
• Open Mic; Player’s Pub; 9pm
• Bloomington Comedy Festival; 

The Comedy Attic; 8pm
• Science Café; Bear’s Place; 

6:30pm
• The Upside Down; The Bluebird; 

10pm
• Envy’s Open Stage; The Back 

Door; 9 & 11pm
• THURSDAY, AUGUST 30TH   
• Cindy’s Birthday Benefi t for 

WFHB feat. The Uketones, Bob 
Lucas, Opal Fly & KAPOW!, 
& Mercury Johnson and the 
Evinrudes; Player’s Pub; 5pm

• Autumn, Wintermute, 
Vermiculture; The Bishop; 
9:30pm

• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Subterranean Takeover Vol. II; 

The Bluebird; 9pm
• Won’t You Be My Neighbor? 

Screening; Brown County 
Playhouse; 7pm

• Latinx Dance Party; The Back 
Door; 10pm

• F R I D AY,  A U G U S T  3 1 S T      
• Colonel Angus; Player’s Pub; 

5pm
• Freak Fridays: Tsimba/

beardthug/Magnetic/cntrlla; 
Player’s Pub; 9pm

• The Birth of Rock ‘N’ Roll; 
Brown County Playhouse; 
7:30pm

• Envy’s Funhouse; The Back 
Door; 11pm

• SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 1ST
• Dizgo + Bad Dagger; The 

Bluebird; 9pm
• Bloomington GarlicFest & 

Community Art Fair; 3rd Street 
Park; 11am-10pm; free

• Honky Tonk w/The Blue Diesel 
Ramblers; Player’s Pub; 5pm

• Soul Street; Player’s Pub; 8pm
• The EPIC Era – Jenn Cristy and 

Eric Brown; Brown County 
Playhouse; 7:30pm

• The Queer Cabaret; The Back 
Door; 11pm

• S U N D AY,  S E P T E M B E R  2 N D
• Bloomington GarlicFest & 

Community Art Fair; 3rd Street 
Park; 11am-8pm; free

• Karaoke; The Back Door; 10pm
• MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 3RD
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place; 

8pm
• TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 4TH
• Pub Quiz; Player’s Pub; 6:30pm; $3
• Blues Jam; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2
• Chess Club; Bear’s Place; 6pm
• Drink N’ Draw; The Back Door; 6pm
• WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 5TH   
• Open Mic; Player’s Pub; 9pm
• Envy’s Open Stage; The Back 

Door; 9 & 11pm

•   THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 6TH  
• Mat Alano-Martin CD Release 

(paid admission includes CD); 
The Comedy Attic; 8pm

• Live Band Karaoke w/The 9dz; 
The Bishop; 9:45pm

• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Won’t You Be My Neighbor? 

Screening; Brown County 
Playhouse; 7pm

• Free HIV, Gonorrhea, Chlamydia 
Testing; The Back Door; 7-10pm

• F R I D AY,  S E P T E M B E R  7 T H  
• Bob Palindrome; Player’s Pub; 

5pm
• Mat Alano-Martin CD Release 

(paid admission includes CD); 
The Comedy Attic; 8 & 10:30pm

• Poetry Slam; The Bishop; 9pm
• Son Volt; The Bluebird; 8pm
• Won’t You Be My Neighbor? 

Screening; Brown County 
Playhouse; 4 &7pm

• SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 8TH   
• MidWay Music Festival; Player’s 

Pub; 4-11:30pm
• Mat Alano-Martin CD Release 

(paid admission includes CD); 
The Comedy Attic; 8 & 10:30pm

• MidWay Music Festival feat. 
Heaven Honey (solo), Kel 
McQueen, LDYCP, Glitches 
w/DJ Madpritch, and DJ 
Lemondoz; The Bishop; 11pm

• Mellencougar feat. Toby Meyers; 

Brown County Playhouse; 
7:30pm

• MidWay Music Festival; The 
Back Door

• S U N D AY,  S E P T E M B E R  9 T H
• Johnny Rawls Soul Blues Revue; 

Player’s Pub; 7pm
• SALES w/Hana Vu; The Bishop; 

8pm
• Karaoke; The Back Door; 10pm
• MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 10TH
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place; 

8pm
• TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11TH
• Pub Quiz; Player’s Pub; 6:30pm; 

$3
• Chess Club; Bear’s Place; 6pm
• WTTS CanConcert: Anderson 

East + Durand Jones & The 
Indications; The Bluebird; 8pm

• Being Bloomington: Being Peace; 
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 
23pm; free

• Drink N’ Draw; The Back Door; 
6pm

• WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12TH
• Roger Salloom; Player’s Pub; 

6pm
• Open Mic; Player’s Pub; 9pm
• Ripe; The Bluebird; 10pm
• Envy’s Open Stage; The Back 

Door; 9 & 11pm
• THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13TH
• Spoken Word Series; Player’s 

event horizon

Bully; 9/18; � e Bishop; 9pm

Dizgo + Bad Dagger; 9/1; � e Bluebird; 9pm
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Pub; 6pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Dylan Scott; The Bluebird; 8pm
• F R I D AY,  S E P T E M B E R  1 4 T H
• The Essentials; Player’s Pub; 

5pm
• Sunburnt Catfi sh; Player’s Pub; 

8pm
• Clayton Anderson; The Bluebird; 

9pm
• Platinum Girls: The Musical; 

Brown County Playhouse; 
7:30pm

• SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 15TH
• Fall Herb Fest; Wylie House 

Museum; 10am-2pm
• Hey Hey; Player’s Pub; 5pm
• The Movin’ Hips and Amanda 

Webb Band; Player’s Pub; 8pm
• Fat Pockets; The Bluebird; 9pm
• Platinum Girls: The Musical; 

Brown County Playhouse; 
7:30pm

• SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 16TH
• Nicholas Raymond; Player’s 

Pub; 6pm
• Ethers & En Attendant Ana (A 

Trouble In Mind Twofer) w/
Spissy; The Bishop; 8pm

• Platinum Girls: The Musical; 
Brown County Playhouse; 2pm

• Karaoke; The Back Door; 10pm
• MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 17TH
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place; 

8pm
• TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18TH
• Bully; The Bishop; 9pm
• Chess Club; Bear’s Place; 6pm
• Drink ‘n’ Draw; The Back Door; 

6pm
• 

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19TH
• Jason & Ginger; Player’s Pub; 

6pm
• Open Mic Night; Player’s Pub; 

9pm
• John Popper; Buskirk-Chumley 

Theater; 8pm
• Envy’s Open Stage; The Back 

Door; 9 & 11pm
• THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 20TH
• Michael Ian Black 100% Benefi t 

for Teachers Warehouse; The 
Comedy Attic; 8pm; $25

• Sunfl ower Bean w/Kevin 
Krauter; The Bishop; 9:30pm

• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Space Jesus; The Bluebird; 9pm
• An Evening with Latino 

Filmmaker Peter Bratt; Buskirk-
Chumley Theater; 6pm

• Mighty Brother, Joshua Powell, 
King Dingus, Risk Watch; The 
Back Door; 8pm

• F R I D AY,  S E P T E M B E R  2 1 S T
• Vuko; Player’s Pub; 5pm
• Mercury Johnson & the 

Evinrudes w/The Pirate Flags; 
Player’s Pub; 8pm

• Michael Ian Black; The Comedy 
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm

• Start-Up Open Mic; The Bishop; 
5:30pm

• Platinum Girls: The Musical; 
Brown County Playhouse; 
7:30pm

• SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22ND
• Kade Puckett; Player’s Pub; 5pm
• Rough Draft; Player’s Pub; 8pm
• Michael Ian Black; The Comedy 

Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Elephant Micah w/Vollmar and 

Kate Long; The Bishop; 8pm

• Five for Fighting String Quartet; 
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 8pm

• Steve Martin & Martin Short; IU 
Auditorium; 8pm

• Platinum Girls: The Musical; 
Brown County Playhouse; 
7:30pm

• SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 23RD
• The NY Cat Film Festival; 

Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 2pm
• Three Identical Strangers 

Screening; Buskirk-Chumley 
Theater; 5pm

• RBG: Ruth Bader Ginsburg 
Screening; Buskirk-Chumley 
Theater; 7:30pm

• Platinum Girls: The Musical; 
Brown County Playhouse; 2pm

• Karaoke; The Back Door; 10pm
• MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 24TH
• Diet Cig w/Illuminati Hotties 

and Nice Try; The Bishop; 8pm
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place; 

8pm
• TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25TH
• Chess Club; Bear’s Place; 6pm
• Tig Notaro; Buskirk-Chumley 

Theater; 8pm
• Drink ‘n’ Draw; The Back Door; 

6pm
• WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26TH
• Stardusters Big Band; Player’s 

Pub; 6pm
• Frankie & The Witch Fingers w/

Stonefi eld; The Bishop; 9:30pm
• Envy’s Open Stage; The Back 

Door; 9 & 11pm
• THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 27TH
• Guy Branum; The Comedy Attic; 

8pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Cherub; The Bluebird; 8pm
• Lotus Kick-Off  Concert; Buskirk-

Chumley Theater; 7pm
• Mamma Mia!: Here We Go 

Again Screening; Brown County 
Playhouse; 4 & 7pm

• FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28TH
• Salaam; Player’s Pub; 5pm
• The Mad Hatters; Player’s Pub; 

8pm
• Guy Branum; The Comedy Attic; 

8 & 10:30pm
• Lotus World Music & Arts 

Festival; Buskirk-Chumley 
Theater; 6pm

• Mamma Mia!: Here We Go 
Again Screening; Brown County 
Playhouse; 4 & 7pm

• SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29TH
• Salaam; Player’s Pub; 5pm
• Guy Branum; The Comedy Attic; 

8 & 10:30pm
• Lotus World Music & Arts 

Festival; Buskirk-Chumley 

Theater; 6pm
• Mamma Mia!: Here We Go 

Again Screening; Brown County 
Playhouse; 4 & 7pm

• SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 30TH
• Lotus World Spirit Concert; 

Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 3pm
• Mamma Mia!: Here We Go 

Again Screening; Brown County 
Playhouse; 4 & 7pm

• Karaoke; The Back Door; 10pm
• M O N D AY,  O C T O B E R  1 S T
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place; 

8pm
• T U E S D AY,  O C T O B E R  2 N D
• Chess Club; Bear’s Place; 6pm
• United Way of Monroe County: 

The Talent Show!; Buskirk-
Chumley Theater; 7pm

• 
• Wednesday, October 3rd
• Being Bloomington: Being Peace; 

Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 
12pm; free

• T H U R S D AY,  O C T O B E R  4 T H
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Riley Green; The Bluebird; 8pm
• Be Golden; Buskirk-Chumley 

Theater; 6pm
• The EPIC Era – Jenn Cristy and 

Eric Brown; Brown County 
Playhouse; 7:30pm

• Free HIV, Gonorrhea, Chlamydia 
Testing; The Back Door; 7-10pm

• F R I D AY,  O C T O B E R  5 T H     
• Bob Palindrome; Player’s Pub; 

5pm
• Poetry Slam; The Bishop; 9pm
• Hyryder (Grateful Dead 

Tribute); The Bluebird; 9pm
• Be Golden; Buskirk-Chumley 

Theater; 8:30am
• The Birth of Rock ‘N’ Roll; 

Brown County Playhouse; 
7:30pm

• S AT U R D AY,  O C T O B E R  6 T H
• Honky Tonk w/The Diesel 

Ramblers; Player’s Pub; 5pm
• Hoosier Darling House Party; 

Bear’s Place; 8pm
• Jake Dodds; The Bluebird; 9pm
• The EPIC Era – Jenn Cristy and 

Eric Brown; Brown County 
Playhouse; 7:30pm

• S U N D AY,  O C T O B E R  7 T H   
• Swing Time Big Band; Player’s 

Pub; 5pm
• Puddles Pity Party; Buskirk-

Chumley Theater; 8pm
• M O N D AY,  O C T O B E R  8 T H
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place; 

8pm

event horizon

Jason & Ginger; 9/19; Player’s Pub; 6pm
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3409 S Walnut St | 812.330.7297 | Bloomingpaws.net

Bloomington’s premier 
pet care, proud to support 

pets in need.
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Bloomington Parks and  
Recreation Department

btownparks

The Ryder: Peter LoPilato

Size:  1/2-page vertical 
4.75" × 6.5" Aug./Sept. Ryder

Description:   PAS and Movies in the Parks

Publish Date:  27 August 2018

Contact:  Julie Ramey 
812-349-3719

Bloomington Parks and Recreation presents the 
Performing Arts Series of free concerts in city parks.

August 28  Jeffery Bowen—originals and retro pop/rock
September 4 Curtis and Janiece—duo-jazz-pop

Peoples  Park,  501  E.  Kirkwood  Ave.
Tuesdays  •  4:30–6pm

Community Events Hotline: 812-349-3754
bloomington.in.gov/concerts

Sponsors
Azzip Pizza • Lisa J. Baker, DDS • BioLife Plasma Services •  Darn Good Soup • The Dog House 

g Orthodontics • Hearthstone Health Campus • ISU The May Agency • Oliver Winery 
Stonecroft Health Campus • World Wide Automotive Service • Youth Services Bureau/Safe Place

Movies in the Parks

Hocus Pocus (1993—PG)

Saturday, October 6 • 7:45 p.m.
Bryan Park,1001 S. Henderson St.

The Natural (1984—PG)

Friday, September 14 • 8:30 p.m.
Twin Lakes Sports Park,  
2350 W. Bloomfield Rd.
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[editor’s note: The Homesman can be viewed on Netfl ix, 
Amazon Prime and Vudu]

In the opening sequence of Tommy Lee Jones’s The 
Homesman, Mary Bee Cuddy, our protagonist (played by Hilary 
Swank), prepares for what we come to realize is something of 
a “date”: she fi nishes plowing her land, unhitches her horses 
and leads them to the shed, feeds them , carefully lays out a 
tablecloth, centers a vase of fl owers on it, sweeps. She cooks, 
preparing fried chicken, potatoes, and a peach pie; the latter, 
we learn, subtly marks her business success, because it is 
made with canned peaches and, as she tells Bob Giddens, the 
general store “had four of these cans. I don’t know who got 
the other three. I don’t know who could aff ord them,” but 
she could. She dresses up, combs out her hair, and, just as 
Bob Giddens is arriving, fetches a pail of water from the well.  
She encapsulates, that is, a model of feminine domesticity 
remodeled to fi t the harsh realities of territorial Nebraska in the 
decade before the Civil War: imposing a civilized order on the 

prairie, but at signifi cant labor cost. 
But the date does not go as she planned. They eat, sure enough; 

she with refi nement, he crudely. When, after the pie, she suggests: “If 
it pleases you, we might have a post-prandial recital,” he responds: 
“Do what?” Music, she explains, and rolls out a swath of cloth with 
embroidered piano keys, playing silently along to accompany her 
a-cappella tune. He nods off , snoring by the song’s end. After he digs 
his one contribution to the meal out of his pocket—a small chunk 
of sheep’s cheese, wrapped in a piece of cloth—she comes down to 
business: “This is fi ne cheese, Bob. So why not marry?” “Do what?” 
“Throw in together. Lands, implements, criminals, lives. The whole 
ball of wax. We could use my capital and know-how to improve 
your claims and mine. And if the union produces children, so much 
the better. Looked at from any angle, it works. So why not marry?” 
Giddens tells her: “I reckon I’ll go back East to fi nd me a wife,” and 
elaborates as he wraps up his cheese to take home: “I cannot marry 
you. Will not. Won’t. I ain’t perfect. But you are too bossy. And too 
plumb damn plain.” He leaves her sitting in her carefully prepared 
home, alone.

H O M E S M A N
T H E

N O T  S O  H O M E  O N  T H E  R A N G E

B Y  T O M  P R A S C H

Hilary Swank stars as a straitlaced 
doomed-to-spinsterhood homemaker 

in territorial Nebraska who takes 
three women, driven mad by the harsh 
conditions of the Plains, back “home.”
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Two ambiguities freight the title of 
Tommy Lee Jones’s fi lm The Homesman. 
The fi rst, and most obvious, is that the 
“man” of the title is a woman: Mary Bee 
Cuddy, the strict and straitlaced doomed-
to-spinsterhood homemaker in territorial 
Nebraska who gets assigned the role of 
taking three women, driven mad by the 
harsh conditions (or harsh company) of the 
Plains, back to “home” (or civilization; in 
this case, Iowa). She gets the role largely 
because, as a single woman without marriage 
in the small prairie community, she is its 
most dispensable member. But that “home” 
carries its own complications. It is, after all, 
the goal of the pioneers to make a home on 
the Plains; we see it clearly in Cuddy’s careful 
attempts to retain the trappings of civilization 
on her homesteaded acreage (even when 
conditions challenge the attempt, as with 
the embroidered keyboard, a sad substitute 
for the real instrument). Yet “home” remains 
the place these pioneers left behind, and the 
attempt to recreate it on the Western frontier 
can falter, as it has for the madwomen in 
Cuddy’s charge. 

Further, while images of these homes—
the frontier outpost at the outset, the more 
anchored communities of Iowa at the end—
bracket the fi lm, for much of its duration 
we occupy the barren spaces in between, 
harsh territory of which Cuddy’s accidental 
accomplice, the ruffi  an George Briggs (played 
by Tommy Lee Jones himself), warns: “You’re 
gonna meet three kinds of people out here. 
You’re gonna meet wagon trains that don’t 
want to see crazy people, you’re gonna meet 
traders that will surely rape you, and you’re 
gonna meet Indians who will kill you.” 

And yet that unsettled emptiness imposes 
its own clear rules. If that is natural territory 
for someone like Briggs, one of the fi lm’s deep 
ironies is that, fi nally, Cuddy is as “home” 
there as she is anywhere else. The core of 
Jones’s radically reconfi gured Western resides 
fi rst in its foregrounding of women’s struggles 
on the plains, and second in its insistence on 
the very hopelessness of the attempt to “tame” 
the West, to civilize it and make it “home.” 

For Jones (he co-scripted as well as 
directed the fi lm), the fi lm is no Western at all. 
As he told the New York Times : “’They are not 
going west to conquer, they are going east to 
survive,’ Mr. Jones said. ‘The Homesman isn’t a 
Western movie, but a movie that is about the 
history of women in my family.’ He added, 
‘I don’t think there is a woman around who 
hasn’t been objectifi ed and trivialized because 
of her gender.’” And yet the characters and 
landscapes and points of action all scream 
Western, even if the movement is in reverse. 
As Robert Horton argues in Film Comment: 
“It’s a Western. It has very few gunshots, 
a single scene with Indians, and no grand 

Basements  
Crawlspaces

Downspout Extensions
Foundations  

Yards
FREE ESTIMATES  

INSURED

Hoosier Water Away Service

812 345.0342     HoosierWaterAway@gmail.com
WE PROUDLY RECOMMEND

RCV ROOFING AND SEAMLESS GUTTERS

1/4 Page Ad for Ryder 4.75 wide x  3.2 tall

Visit us for fun summer fitness! 
Bollywood Dance Fitness w/ Darrelyn Valdez 

Mondays 5:45pm-6:45pm     
willPower® cardio and flexible strength  

Fridays 10:00am-11:00am 
SUP(stand up paddle board)Yoga, SUP fitness 

Private SUP experiences, personal training    

www.caliente.fit cfitbloom@gmail
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showdown, but the longer it goes, the clearer it is that Jones 
has got hold of something sharp about the West.” To make that 
sharp point, he must remake the Western’s essential form.

Call it feminist if you want--the New York Times’s A. 

O. Scott does, writing that the fi lm “is both a captivating 
western and a meticulous, devastating feminist critique of 
the genre”-- but it is feminist only insofar as it recognizes 
women’s capabilities and underlines the varied forms of their 
oppression; there is nothing liberatory in its message. Jones’s 
female-centered reconfi guration of the Western nevertheless 
takes women’s lives as its driving center, and as the impetus 
for its plot. This connection with women’s lives, in the context 
of prairie circumstances, links the fi lm to deeper strands in the 
literature and history of the Great Plains.  The theme of ‘prairie 
madness’ haunts the literature and memoirs of the early Great 
Plains settlers.” Willa Cather, 
in O Pioneers! (1913), might 
well be summarizing Jones’s 
fi lm when she writes: “But the 
great fact was the land itself 
which seemed to overwhelm 
the little beginnings of human 
society that struggled in its 
somber wastes. It was from 
facing this vast hardness” that pioneers faltered, went mad.  
“The trope of the settler driven ‘mad’ by a cruel, uncaring 
husband, or by the loss of children to disease or starvation, or 
by isolation, or the poverty and disillusionment brought on 
by crop failures and mismanagement is well established in 
the literature of the Great Plains, though The Homesman is one 
of the few movies to make it a central plot element,” Vanessa 
Steinroetter writes in Kansas History. In The Homesman, the 

motif provides both impetus and climax.
The hard winter that follows Cuddy’s failed proposal marks 

the turning point for three women in the small community of which 
Cuddy is a part (though the husbands of all three women, and 

Cuddy herself, 
have staked 
their claims 
well outside the 
small huddle 
of buildings 
that constitute 
the town, the 
isolation on the 
barren plains 
a contributing 
cause to their 
breakdowns). 
One—the Swede 
(she and her 
husband speak 
no English; 
their dialogue 
is subtitled)—
loses it when 
her mother 
dies, and when 
her husband 
coldly responds 
by dragging 
the body 
outside rather 
than properly 
preparing and 
burying it, 
because she “will 
stink.” Another 

despairs over a combination of deprivation—their livestock have 
all perished—and predation. Her husband’s brutally rapish acts of 
sex with her (one standing up in the barn; a second while she sleeps 
beside her horrifi ed mother) are accompanied by the demand that 
she “give me a son,” because their two daughters are not enough for 
him. As she descends into catatonia, all the household work goes 
undone; collecting her for the journey, Cuddy instructs the very 
young daughters to help by doing the dishes, cleaning the house, and 
bathing their mother, all tasks left undone by the man of the house. A 
third, a wife of nineteen, loses three children to the winter and, in one 
of the fi lm’s most brutal scenes, tosses her still-living infant into the 

privy. Two of the women are catatonic; one screams and howls and 
tries to bite anyone who approaches her.

This community crisis sets up the process that turns Cuddy into 
“homesman.” As the reverend (John Lithgow) puts it, “Your wives 
are fi ne and godly women, but life gave than more than they could 
bear,” and so someone is needed who “will carry the women home” 
(to Iowa fi rst, and then “to where they were from”). Vestry (husband 
of one of the madwomen, and of the two daughters) refuses to 

“Home” remains the place these pioneers left behind, and the 
attempt to recreate it on the Western frontier can falter.

Hilary Swank and Tommy Lee Jones
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participate in the drawing to determine who 
gets the task, so Cuddy draws in his place; 
she gets the black bean, of course. When the 
group wonders whether that means Vestry 
must take them, the idea is dismissed; as 
Cuddy puts it, “Vestry is a beast with no 
conscience.” So, fi nally, she volunteers to do 
the work, despite the opposition of the two 
women in the congregation: “I can ride as 
well as anybody, handle a team and shoot, 
you all know that. I can cook and care for 
these women better than any of you can.” 
And they have to agree. As she comes to 
doubt herself, the man who provides her 
wagon (a closed, barred-windowed box with 
shackles and outside lock, given the condition 
of the women) reassures her, with even more 
interesting words: “Listen here, Mary Bee. 
You’ve got a passable rig, mules, and you’re 
as good a man as any man hereabouts…. 
So go ahead on. Get to it and do it.” And so 
she does. Even on the journey, however, she 
brings along her faux keyboard, and practices 
the piano every night.

Briggs’s addition to the enterprise comes 
more as happenstance: as she prepares for 
her departure, she happens upon him, tied 
up, left on his horse, and with a noose around 
his neck; he will be hung as soon as his horse 
moves. Cuddy releases him in exchange 
for a promise (heavily, if not very properly 
scripturally, sworn: “Swear to that almighty 
god you been talking about,” she demands, 
and he responds: “Vengeance is mine sayeth 
the lord and bringing in the sheaves and 
do unto others if you cut me down from 
this goddamn tree I’ll do anything you tell 
me to, I swear in god’s holy name”). She 
demands that he help bring the three women 
to Hebron, Iowa, and, although that is rather 
more than he thought he was bargaining for, 
he agrees, begrudgingly, sort of: “I’ll sit out 
with you because I said I would … as long as 
I goddamn please.” 

If Cuddy is our emblem of civilized 
forces at work on the plains, Briggs is 
anything but. He was being hanged as a claim 
jumper, living in another man’s sodhouse: 
Bob Geff en’s, in fact. When Cuddy, bringing 
him back to collect his things, realizes that, 
she tells him “This is Bob Geff en’s place.” “I 
never met him,” he says. “What happened to 
his sheep?” “I et ‘em.” When she points out 
that he had been “blasted out by vigilantes 
and hanged for jumping his claim,” he insists: 
“Hell, that’s abandoned. Look at it.” 

Briggs trails his own list of 
abandonments, he tells her later: he left a 
wife and farmstead north of Wamego because 
he could not stand farming (“Up and down 
them goddamn rows daylight till dark. 
There’s prettier things than the ass end of 
an ox. One morning I just rode off …. When 
I left I was sorry but I never did look back.” 
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exchange and discussion of ideas and issues, and to 
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He was an army deserter 
before that: “I deserted 
from the dragoons. 
Company C, First US. 
That’s right, Fort Kearney. 
Stoled a horse and away 
I went. I ain’t attached to 
nothing. Just me.” 

Cuddy notes of him 
later, when he can’t say 
what he plans to do after 
dropping the women off  
in Hebron, “You’re not 
much for making plans.” 
And when, in the same 
conversation, she suggests 
to him: “Perhaps you 
don’t realize what a grand 
thing you’re doing, taking 
these three poor helpless 
women home. If you don’t, 
I assure you the Good Lord does, and I do. This might be the 
fi nest, most generous act of your life.” He responds: “It might 
be the 300 dollars” she has promised him upon completion. 
Briggs, then, is the untamed counterforce to Cuddy’s civilizing 
infl uence. Their relationship, at the start at least, is purely 
utilitarian: she tells him that, “If you lied to me, and intend 
on abandoning your responsibility, then you are a man of 
low character. More disgusting pig than honorable man”; he 
ripostes: “You’re no prize yourself. You’re plain as an old tin 
pail and you’re bossy.” 

But he comes along for the ride, and she abides by him 
(even if she will not let him swear in her house or tilt backward 
on her good chair). As they stock up for the journey, he has two 
requests: bullets and whiskey.

The journey constitutes the fi lm’s center, but, much as 
he did with the set-up, Jones insistently fi ddles with generic 
rules. Against a background of snowy fl atlands, the small 
group encounters a range of problems, from an encounter 
with an Indian band to Cuddy getting separated from the 
group and lost for a day. As Tony Rayns writes of the trek 
in Sight and Sound (December 2014): “You couldn’t call it 
uneventful, but the fi lm deliberately withholds the thrills 
and spills of traditional westerns: there’s no exulting in the 
virgin landscape, no sense of heroic endeavor, and the small 
crises are not played as action set pieces…. The real drama 
running through these scenes is the relationship between Mary 
Bee and Briggs.” The journey plays out not just in terms of 
relationship dynamics, however, but also as a wry commentary 
on civilization and its alternatives. As Sheila O’Malley notes 
on the Roger Ebert fi lm site, it constitutes “a sardonic, pointed 
commentary about the concept of civilization. Civilization, 
as represented by the small huddle of farms out in Nebraska, 
does its best to help those who need it [perhaps, given the 
three madwomen, an overgenerous assessment]. Civilization, 
as represented by the tiny town in Iowa, is kind and genteel, 
although it doesn’t quite know what to do with a man like 
Briggs…. There is an argument to be made that the only place 
where someone like Briggs, or someone like Mary Bee, could 
ever hope to ‘fi t in’ is out there in the unmarked territories, 
cutting their way into the land, relying only on themselves, [in] 
a landscape where eccentricity is an asset.” And the trek sets 
up, too, the fi lm’s dramatic climax.

As they approach the Missouri River, and the projected 

end of their journey and unlikely 
alliance, Cuddy has a proposition 
for Briggs: “Mr. Briggs, you’re an 
intelligent man, and if you think on 
it, I’m sure you’ll see the wisdom in 
it. After we turn these over to Mrs. 
Carter, why don’t we marry and 
come back together. I’m 31 years 
old, if I ever marry it better be soon. 
And you’re not getting any younger. 
You’ve seen my house and my stock. 
I’ve got two fi ne claims and money 
in the bank. I am in good health and 
capable of childbearing. I plan to 
buy shoots next year and fatten them 
with corn. And come summer I’ll 
have sixty acres into wheat. I plan 
to put in pumpkins, too. We’d make 
a good team, you and I. If we pull 
together, we’re bound to prosper, 
don’t you agree.” The proposal 

echoes, and elaborates upon, the one she made to Giddens at the 
fi lm’s outset. It amounts, fi nally, to the set of conditions that must be 
met to make her own return viable. 

Briggs, of course, turns her down. “I ain’t no farmer.” Later that 
night, she demands that he have sex with her. He again says no, but 
she reminds him of his promise and fi nally pleads “Please, spare me 
my dignity, sir.” So he accedes, reminding her: “Just you remember, 
Cutty, I didn’t force you…. You asked me, I didn’t ask you.” And later 
still that night, she leaves his bed (well, his bison blanket) and goes 
down to the creek to commit suicide, hanging herself. In perhaps 
Jones’s deepest violation of the expectations of the genre, Cuddy kills 
herself with half an hour left to the fi lm. 

Briggs, as he digs her grave, angrily blames the three 
madwomen: “See here, see what you done, you killed her. Look at 
her. You killed her. Too damn crazy to pay attention to anything, 
goddamn lunatics. You don’t know nothing about this world. Can’t 
even piss straight. Hadn’t been for you, Mary Bee wouldn’t be dead. 
She wouldn’t even be out here. If you hadn’t gone crazy, she wouldn’t 
have made this trip. If you’d stayed steady and strong, she’d be alive, 
and at home, in her own house. And so would you. But no, you went 
crazy. And it drove her crazy, and it killed her. What you got to say 
about that.” They, of course, have nothing to say. They never do. They 
might, however, have pointed out, if they had voice, that the problem 
of staying “steady and strong” is not an easy one on the plains. 

Briggs does, at least, fi nish carrying out his promise: despite 
some hesitation (and with a few more adventures along the way), 
he delivers the women into Mrs. Carter’s care. And, with the money 
from Cutty, he has a tomb marker made for her. And buys some new 
clothes, new boots, more whiskey. Drunkenly dancing on the ferry 
back west across the Missouri, he fails to notice that the marker for 
Cutty’s tomb has fallen off  into the water. As Robert Horton notes 
in Film Comment, it is “a knockout of an ending, in which Briggs 
becomes the visual embodiment of a famous piece of American folk 
art, except that now we know the bitterness and loss behind the jolly 
image. A series of graves—desecrated, ransacked, unmarked—has 
led to Briggs’s moment of rude hilarity, and Jones won’t let us forget 
it.” In refusing to let us forget that, Jones also underlines his core 
argument about the nature of home on the range: that projecting 
civilization’s values westward was a perilous project, the brunt of 
its cost borne by women, and that the “home” could often be utterly 
unhomely indeed.

Prairie madness haunts 
the literature and 

memoirs of the early 
Great Plains settlers.
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